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1 INJ!RODUCTION 

This paper attempts to show how the voltage-ourrent ohsraoteristios of 

the wall-stabilised are, the free-burning arc and the arc in a transverse 

magnetic field can be correlated by using non-dimensional parameters. It also 

indicates how a voltage-current characteristic is built up from different 

oomponents which depend on the current range, the type of aro (governed by the 

outermost boundary conditions), the properties of the gas and whether radiation 

plays apart or not. The gas considered specifically is nitrogen, and it is 

assumed that the properties of sir are sufficiently similar to the properties 

of nitrogen that they may be regarded as the same for present purposes. The 

spirit of the paper follows that of Suits sna Poritsw', and its theme is 

developed by using results from a larger collection of notes on arc theory2. 

By the voltage-current characteristic of a uniform arc column is meant 

the plot of electric field(or voltage gradient) E against current I (Fig.1). 

At first sight E-I plots look muoh the same whatever type of arc they refer to, 

and whatever the gas. The main qualitative distinction is whether there is a 

portion of rising characteristic or not. It till appear that this resemblance 

between all characteristics is in some ways genuine and in some ways misleading. 

It is usual in praotioe to consider the graph of E against I, and if this is 

made on log-log paper and the plot is turned through 45' in a counter olock- 

wise direction the result is a plot which shows EI against I/E; that is, a 

plot of the power gradient against the inverse of the resistance gradient 

(commonly and loosely called the conductance). Theory generally gives the 

relation between EI and I/E first, and henceforth in this paper the phrase 

voltage-current characteristic implies suoh a relation. One a-im of the paper 

is to express voltage-current oharacterintics in non-dimensional form; since 

there is not yet a standard notation for the non-dimensional parameters involved, 

it is necessary to introauoe some rather unfamiliar symbols. 

Use is made of the heat-flux potential 'p, whxh is the integral of the 

thermal conductivity K with respect to the temperature T and is a function 

of temperature if thensal conductivity depends only on temperature: 

T 

'p 5 
I 

IcdT . (1) 
0 

i 

One of the properties of a gas which has an important bearing on the behaviour 

of an arc is the relation between the electric oonductlvity u end the 



heat-flux potential (Fig.2). The concept of a definite WC boundary, the 
periphery, is introduced by stipulating that the electrio conductivity is 
identically zero for values of the heat-flux potential below the peripheral 
value + There exists the corresponding peripheral value of temperature %, 
whioh may be derived from 5, when the FT relationship is known. However, 
$ can be derived more directly than 'r since $ is regarded as a parsmeter 
to be detendned from an analysis of experzimentsl arc charaoterfstics, and it 
is associated with how the U-V curve starts at the periphery. The initial 
Curve is taken to be the straight line 

The parameter a, which is the gradient at the periphery of the eleotrio 
conductivity with respect to the heat-flux potential, is also regarded as an 

empirical constant. The periphery and the linear u--cplaw msy be thought of as 
a means of bridging the regime of thermal non-equilibrium in order that thermal 

equilibrium theory may be started in a definite manner. For sr‘os of low power 
gradient, which implies that the temperature inside the are does not rise much 

above the peripheral temperature, the linear u-9 law is sufficient, but for arcs 

of higher power gradient an e&en&e& and more realistic U-q~ law must be taken 
up to the appropriate value of heat-flux potential. Mathematicdly, it will be 
assumed that the u-9 law is then 

(3) 

where T and 'i are reference vslues needed to express the u-q law in non- 
dimensional form; when (q-G)fi is small, fu= (p@)/F and hence z/5 = a. 

In addition, for arcs of higher power gradient it may be necessary to take 
into account the loss of energy from the arc by radiation. Here, radiation is 
treated by considering only the bulk radiation loss per unit volume,denoted by 
Jr. This has a stronger dependence on pressure than the electric conductivity 

and for the sake of simplicity the pressure effect is separated from the 
temperature effect by writing 

where f; is a reference pressure used to preserve the same dimensions for $' 

as for Jr no matter what the value of m; m = 5/I+ is appropriate in a moderate 
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range of 'p. $' is treated as a function of heat-flux potential only, as in 

%*3. The radiated power density is very small for temperatures not much 
higher than the peripheral temperature and to illustrate this point #' in such 
a temperature range is taken to be 

where p is a parameter to be determined empiricslly. It follows that radia- 
tion may be neglected for arcs with low power gradient beoause low power 
gradient implies low temperature inside en arc. The more general form of $'-cp 
law is taken to be 

where q is a reference value and when (p$)/T is small f 

T/$ = I% 

This paper considers three kinds af arc: the well-stabilised arc 
(Fig.&), the free-burning arc (Fig.5) and the are in a oross flow and a trans- 

verse magnetic field (Fig.6). (In principle the free-burning arc should be 
regarded e.s being in a suitable transverse magnetio field so that its centre 

line is straight.) The prescribed dimensional parameters are shown in the 
figures. The arc in a magnetio field is considered to be held at rest againstan 

imposed flow by the applied field and herzeforth this ero will be referred to 
as a cross-flow erc because it will be the velocity of the imposed flow which is 
taken as an important parameter end not the magnitude of the applied magnetic 
field. This enables the discussion to be confined to voltage-current 
characteristics, but the cross-flow ero not only has an electric oharacteristio 
but a magnetic characteristic also. Indeed, for the cross-flow arc the 
question of the relation of the applied field to the imposed velocity and the 

current is of very great importance. 

These three kinds of arc sre dealt with in the following way. First, 
they ere all treated in the case of low power gradient, and the idea of a 
representative length-scale for a particular kind of aro is introduced; this 
length-scale plays a very important part in the construction of similarity 
parameters. Then ares of higher power gradient are considered, it being shown 
how the voltage-current characteristic is influenced in turn by the different 

weys in whioh heat is transferred from the sro to the environment, by the ~-9 

law, and by radiation. 
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2 ARCS OF LOW FOW-ER GXADIFRT 

2.1 Wall-stabilised arc 

2.1.1 Internal solution 

First consider the wall-stabilised arc in a circular tube. The theory of 
the inside of a circular static arc. with a linear u-q law is now standard. The 
distribution of heat-flux potential inside the era is a Bessel function and aqy 
information required about the inside of the arc can be obtained exactly. In 
particular, the radius i? of the arc periphery and the total amount of heat 
being conducted across the periphery per unit length per unit time can be 
-identified and related to E and I. The results needed here are the expres- 

sions for the internal energy balance and Ohm's law, which may be written 

respectively 

EI=Q , (7) 

where Q is the amount of heat being conducted across the periphery per unit 
length per unit time. 

2.1.2 External heat transfer 

Outside the arc the solution for the heat-flux potential is a logarithm 

end in particular it is easy to show that Q is related to the radius of the 
tube r, and the radius of the aro $ by 

es ’ 
44 +PJ log(r2S2) ’ 

(9) 

where (+qJ is the difference of heat-flux potential between the arc 
periphery and the tube. This result may be written in the form 

s =exp-+, 
( > 

where the non-dimensional parameters S and N are defined by 

(10) 

(11) 

. 
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(12) 

N is a Nusselt number for the arc and this definition is used here for ell 

types of are, with ~~denoting the ambient heat-flux potential in all oases. 

S is a non-dimensional form of the arc radius and this definition changes with 

change of the type of are. To faoilitate such a change (II) is now written as 

where 

and this latter relation is interpreted by stating that the representative 

length of a well-stabilised sro is the radius of the stabilising tube rd 

2.1.3 Voltage-ourrent oharaoteristio 

By combining the above relation for the external heat transfer with those 

for the internal energy balance and Ohm's law it is possible to derive the 

voltage-o-nt characteristic for a wall-stabilised src of low power gradient. 

To obtain the oharaateristio in non-dimensional form the symbols J and K, 

denoting the non-dimensional forms of the power gradient FX and the inverse of 

the resistance gradient I/E, are introduced. J‘ and K are given by 

J EI =- 
T ' 

where the representative quantities Q and 2 are given by 

;i = 4.n (G-v,, 
f 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

It will be noted later that c and g may be deduced from experimental 

measurements, but for the present purposes they will be eliminated from 



consideration by noting that if the gas composition is kept fixed and the 

ambient. temperature of the tube is kept constant then both 5 and G are 

constant. Hence, under these conditions 
. 

J =EI , (IV) 

K oc g. 
r 

From (7) and (81, and (11) and (12) and (15) to (18), the non-dimensional forms 

of the internal energy balance and Ohm's law we found to be 

J=N , (20 

K t NS . (22) 

Hence, by using (IO) and eliminating N, the non-dimensional form of the 

voltage-current characteristic is obtained as 

X=Jexp-3 . 
( ) 

The non-dimensional parameters S, N, J, K are listed again in Table 1, ad the 

forms of T, S and K given in Table 2; the derivation of the voltage-current 

characteristic is set out in Table 3. 

2.2 Free-burniw arc 

The free-burning arc of low power gradient rnv be regarded, by means of a 

hypothesis2, as equivalent, as far as the heat transfer and the eleotric 

characteristic are concerned, to a static arc in a tube with radius given by 

where the suffix 2 denotes a mean value outside the arc, Pr being the Prandtl 

number, q the viscosity and p the density; g is the acceleration due to 

gravity. The factor 2.72 is an appropriate normalising factor; it is obtained 

numerically2 and its resemblance to e may or may not be significant. 
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Hence the previous analysis also applies for the free-burning ero of low power 
gradient provided F is given by equation (a). The representative length 
scale for a free-burning sro therefore depends on the properties of the gas and 

the values of the ambient temperature and pressure, and on the aooeleration due 
to gravity. ;f the gas composition is regarded as fixed and the embient 
temperature as constant then p2 ac p,, where p-is the ambient pressure, and so 

“-$-$. 

00 

(25) 

Therefore, the representative length-scale of a free-burning arc decreases with 
increase of ambient pressure and with increase of the acceleration due to 

gravity. These relations for F are included in Table 2. 

2.3 Cross-flow BT0 

The cross-flow aro of low power gradient may also be regarded asequivdent, 
as far as the heat transfer and the eleotric charaoteristic are concerned, to a 
static arc in a tube of appropriate radius. This is not the result of a hypo- 
thesis but of a detailed theory of such an aro3. The appropriate radius of the 
equivalent tube and hence the appropriate representative length-scale for a 
cross-flow arc is 

;= 4% 
ey h2 P, u ’ (26) 

where y is Euler's constant (eY= I .781), and U is the velocity of the 
imposed flow. Ths analysis for the well-stabilised ero now applies to the 
cross-flow arc of low power gradient provided ; is given by equation (26). 

If the gas is ftiea and the ambient temperature constant, 

1 
PCC-- 

PooU ' (27) 

which shows that the representative length of a oross-flow arc decreases with 
increase of ambient pressure end elso with inorease of flow velocity. These 
relations for F are included in Table 2. 

3 ARCS OF HIGHERPOWERGRADIEM! 

3.1 Effect of twe of ero 

It is now assumed that, even when the power gradient is inoreased, conveo- 
tion remains negligible inside all three types of arc and that the external heat 
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transfer relation is that given by a solid circulsr cylinder. Both of these 
assumptions beoome less justified for the free-burning arc and the fcrced- 
convection arc as the power gradient increases. They are made simply to allow 
the influence of the external heat transfer relation on the voltage-current 
characteristic to be illustrated, the correct external. heat transfer relations 
for the free-burning src and the forced-convection arc not being lamwn at 
present. On the assumption that they are the ssme as for a solid cimxilar 
cylinder, and by retaining the linear c---'p law, it is possible to write 

wall-stabilised arc; 

S = g(N) = gfi (N) , free-burning arc; (28) 

gcf (N) t cross-flow arc; 

pfb and gcf are shown in Fig.7, &ere they are seen in relation to the result 

for the wall-stabilised arc. This figure gives a comparison between the 

effectiveness of heat transfer by conduction to a tube, by free convection and 
by forced convection, when normalised to be equally effective at low Nusselt 
mber. The range of Nusselt mmber ever which they are all equivalent and the 
range ever which free and forced convection are equivalent are shown. It then 

follows from (21), (22) and (28), as displayed in Table 3, that the vcltage- 
current characteristics corresponding to the external heat transfer relations 
above are 

K = J g(J) , (29) 

with g(J) given by Fig.7. These characteristics are given in Fig.8, which shows 

that there is likely to be a large difference between the voltage-current 
characteristic for arcs in convection on the one hand and the wall-stabilised 

erc on the other, even when the characteristics are non-dimensicnalised by the 
use of the appropriate representative length-scales so that they are the same 
for arcs of low power gradient. It will become apparent later which portions 

of the K scale are currently covered in practical cases. 

3.2 Effect of relation between electric conductivity and heat-flux potential 

If the assumption that the a-c law is linear is relaxed and the more 

realistic law given by equation (3) is used, then by using a very simple but 

. 
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powerful approximate method2 of solution for the internal energy equation, it 
may be shown that the resulting non-dimensiond form of Ohm's law is 

where A is given by 

and for fixed gas and constant ambient temperature h is constant. Hence, by 

using equation (30) in conjunction with (') and (28), as displayed in Table 3, 

it follows that the voltage-current cheraoteristio is: 

K = g(J) l (32) 

This relation shows how the 6-q law influences directly the voltage-current 
oharaoteristio. If the influence were calculated exactly it would be much more 

complicated than that shown here, but equation (32), when compared with (29), 
shows that there is a tendency for the effects of gas properties to be separated 
from the effects of the type of arc. The modified characteristic for a wsll- 

stabilised arc is shown in Fig.9. The characteristics of the other arcs would 

be similarly modified. 

3.3 EfYect of radiation 

The main effect of radiation is to alter the internal energy balance from 
the simple relation (7) to 

EI = Q+R (33) 

where R is the net power per unit length lost by radiation. There is reason2 

to suppose that for low power gradients R may be conveniently represented by 

the form 

(34) 

where o is a constant, unknown in the absence of an exact solution of the 
internal energy equation in these circumstances. Equation (34) mey be written 

as 
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R = cZN2S , 

where Z is a radiation parameter, involving only independent parameters, 

which is of the form 

Hence, for fixed gas and constant ambient temperature 

Z cc pt? ' 

and from equations (14), (25) and (27) it follows that 

I 

wdl-stabilised sro; 

p”4/3 
z oc 

-pT* 
free-burning are; 

m-2 
%I 
7 ’ 

cross-flow arc. 

(37) 

(38) 

These forms of Z de included in Table 2, where m is taken to be 5/4 for 

completeness. When higher power gradients are considered and the ssme method 

of approximation used for * as for C, it follows2 that 

Hence the modified form of the internd energy balance is 

J = N+Z e S r 1 A2 l 

(39) 

The voltage-current characterlstx now follows, as in Table 3, from equations 

(28), (30) ad (40). In this case it is not possible to obtain an explicit 

relation between K and J, but, if S is ellmlnated, J and K are given 

p.rmetrxally in terms of N. The resulting characteristics are shown 

schemat.tlcally for a fixed amblent pressure in Flg.10. Since N represents, 
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non-dimensionally, the amount of heat actually being conducted across the 

periphery of the arc it follows that for a given amount of such heat the radia- 

tion loss increases with increase of pressure for the wsll-stabilised arc, 

changes only slightly with change of pressure for the free-burning src, and 

decreases witi~ increase of pressure for the cross-flow era. Also, radiation 

loss inorsases with increase of tube radius for the wall-stabilised sro and 

deoreases with increase of acceleration due to gravity for the free-burning aro 

and with increase of flow velocity for the cross-flow arc. The faot that the 

radiation loss from a wall-stabilised arc depends on the square of the radius 

of the tube provides a powerful means of deducing the radiative properties of 

the gas from the measurements of arc characteristics in tubes of different radii. 

4 COMPARISON WITH EXEERIMENTS 

Only the treatment of the wall-stabilised arc is near the truth for arcs 

of high power gradient and many as-yet-uncelaulatad influences exist in the 

free-burning and cross-flow arcs. This point is well-illustrated by compsring 

the theoretical characteristics with experimental measurements. To present 

experimental characteristics in non-dimensional form it is necessary to use 

numerical values for the constants q and a and for the mean values Pr2, 

?A ad T2 for given ambient temperature and pressure. For nitrogen or air 

at one atmosphere pressure and at room temperature these quantities have been 

derived4 and they lead to the oharacteristics shown in Figs.9, 11 and 12. 

The experimental ohsracteristic given by Maecker5 for the wall-stabilised 

arc, Fig.9, is indistinguishable from the theoretical characteristic because the 

gas properties used in the theoretical calculation were obtained2 from an 

analysis of the experimentsl characteristic!, The properties are therefore 

open to objection on that score, but theoretically-calculated properties are in 

general agreement, and are not necessarily more reliable. The empirically- 

derived properties are ideal for use in calculations of the characteristics of 

other types of arcs. 

The experimentsl characteristic given by King5 for the free-burning arc, 

Fig.11, agrees with the theoretical characteristic for low power gradients 

because the appropriate mean ldnematic viscosity outside the arc was deduced 

from it.&. The departure of the experimental characteristic from the theoretical 

chsracteristic&ith radiation neglected)at higher power gradients shows a 

mixture of influences, psrtioulsrly those of external heat transfer and radia- 

tion. Indeed, if the externd heat transfer relation were known acourately 

(and the internsl solution of the arc slso) it would be possible to use King's 
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characteristic to deduce the radiation power density of the gas as a function 

of the heat-flux potential. Since this information is not yet available, such 

radiation data is better deduced from experiments on wall-stabilised arcs in 

tubes of various radii. 

The experimental characteristic obtained by Adams' 

Broadbent8, 

and reported by 

for the cross-flow sro, Fig.12, does not go down to low power 

gradients. However, it seems significant that the non-dimensional parameters 

collapse the data, and that the collapsed curve appears to be well in line with 

the theoretical curve for low power gradients. Adams' curve should be largely 

free from radiation since the velocities involved were high (of the order of 

one or two hundred metres per second) and hence there is a large discrepancy 

between the experimental and theoretical curves. This is not in the least 

surprising, and major contributory reasons could be the possibilities of errors 

in the numericd. factors used to non-dimensionalise the experimental results 

and in the interpretation of the experimental results themselves, and the 

inadequate theoretical model of a solid circular cylinder for high power 

gradients. There is no conflict intended between the belief that a cross-flow 

arc is not a solid body and the important recent observation by Roman ard Myers' 

that it appears to behave like one, More experimental results at low and inter- 

mediate power gradients will be needed before the present correlation can be 

improved and extended, and its relation to the results of Roman and Myers 

examined more closely. 

5 CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that while aqy limited experiment of an arc may well 

yield a voltage-current characteristic of typical and undistinctive forqsuoh 

a characteristic is composed of many ingredients which to a useful extent can be 

classified and correlated for several types of arc by using non-dimensional 

parameters. The present study is of course confined to supposedly-uniform arc 

columns, end its relation to presentations 10 which include the effects of 

oolumn length involves a study of the complexities of non-uniform arc columns 2 

and is not yet fully understood. 
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where 

Table I 

NON-DIMENSIONAL PARAblEFEllS 

and T is given in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

REPRESENTATIVE LENGTH-SCALES 

wsll-stabilised 

For fixed. gas and. constant 
ambient temperature+ 

r S K 
(m = $4) 

free-burning 

cross-flow 4% 

e-2 P2 u 

* F, S, K and 2 are proportional to, but not necessarily equal to, the 
expressions given in this part of the table; constant factors depending on the 
gas and the ambient temperature sre involved in general. 

2 Table 

DERIVATION OF VOLTAGE-CuRReNT CHARACTERISTICS 

External 
heat Ohm's law Internal energy Voltage-current 

transfer balance charaoteristio 

low 
power gradient 

1 -- I 

S=e N 
m- 

K = NS J=N K=Je J 

S = g(N) " 11 K = J g(J) 

I, JI N+Z fi S r 1 no explicit 

x2 expression 



E 

I 
J 
K 
N 
Pr 

Q 
R 
s 
T 
u 
2 
c 

OP 
e 

f!s 

5 

6 
k-(N) 

Q,(N) 

gcf(N) 

m 

P 
F 

rc-z 

a 

B 
Y 

? 
K 
h 

P 
u 

electric field (voltage ~adient) of uniform column 
current 
non-dimensional form of EI (Table I) 
non-dimensional form of I/E (Table I) 

~n-&lmensicns.l form of Q (Table I) 
Prandtl number cp +C 
heat coduoted across arc periphery per unit length per unit time 
heat loss by radiation from arc per unit length per unit time 

non-dimensional fozm of arc radius (Table 1) 

temperature 
imposed velocity in cross-flow arc 

non-dimensicnsl radiation parameter (Table 1) 

constant involved in expresal.cn of radiation loss 
specific heat at constant pressure 

eXp0IlWltiiil 

function expressing electric conductivity in terms of 'p 

function expressing radiated power density in teams of cp 

aoceleraticn due to gravity 
general function expressing external heat transfer relation 

form of g(N) for free-burning src 

fom of g(N) for cross-flow ero 

index in expression of radiation; taken to be 5/4 for illustration 
(Table 2) 
pressure 
radius of arc periphery 
radius of tube in wall-stabilised arc 

constant in initial form of U-Q law: Q = 4Q+) 
oonstsnt in initial form of $'-cp law: $0 = @(+$I)~ 
Euler's constant: ey = I.781 

viscosity 
thermal ccnduotivity 
constant involved in ncn-d5nensionsl cheracteristicar 

density 
electric conductivity 
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SY?dBOLS (Contd) 
T 

'p heat flux potential: q~ = 
I 

K at 
0 

Jr radiated power density: * = (p/#s $“ 

4-l temperature-dependent part of radiated power density 

superscripts: 

. 

representative values, "characteristic" of gas, ambient conditions 
end type of sro 
reference values in description of gas properties 
periphersl vslues 

subscripts: 
00 ambient values 
2 mean values between smbient and peripheral values 
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Fig. 2 Variation of electric conductivity (schematic) 
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Fig. 3 Variation of radiated power density (schematic) 
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